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Abstract
Deep neural networks are complex and opaque.
As they enter application in a variety of impor-
tant and safety critical domains, users seek meth-
ods to explain their output predictions. We develop
an approach to explaining deep neural networks
by constructing causal models on salient concepts
contained in a CNN. We develop methods to ex-
tract salient concepts throughout a target network
by using autoencoders trained to extract human-
understandable representations of network activa-
tions. We then build a bayesian causal model us-
ing these extracted concepts as variables in order
to explain image classification. Finally, we use this
causal model to identify and visualize features with
significant causal influence on final classification.
1 Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI)-enabled systems are playing an in-
creasingly prominent role in our society and significantly dis-
rupting how commercial and government organizations oper-
ate. In particular, the rate of advances in machine learning
(ML) using Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) is staggering, en-
abling AI-enabled systems to master complex tasks includ-
ing Go [Silver et al., 2016], autonomous driving [Bojarski
and others, 2016], and even predicting census data [Gebru et
al., 2017]. These incredible advances, however, have come
at a significant cost: DNNs are complex, opaque, and derive
their power from millions of parameters that must be trained
on large data sets. Thus, understanding or explaining why a
DNN came to a particular conclusion is a difficult task. Yet as
AI-enabled systems become more prevalent in our lives, this
lack of explainability and intepretability comes with serious
societal consequences. For example, ML is now being used to
predict recidivism in the criminal justice system [Berk, 2017],
interventions in the child welfare system [Cuccaro-Alamin et
al., 2017], and cancer from radiology images [Esteva et al.,
2017]. Lack of explainability in these applications can have
life or death consequences.
The need for explainability and interpretability has cer-
tainly not gone unnoticed in the AI and social science com-
munities. Important strides are being made to either imbue
DNNs with inherent explainability or to achieve the predic-
tive power of DNNs using more explainable methods. In par-
ticular, there has been a significant amount of progress ex-
plaining Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) in the im-
age domain, most likely due to the ease of visualizing expla-
nations. For example, GradCAM [Selvaraju et al., 2016] and
LRP [Binder et al., 2016] are two popular methods of gen-
erating saliency maps that indicate the relevance of pixels in
the image to the output of the CNN.
While these methods have vastly improved the explainabil-
ity landscape, they lack one critical element needed for true
understanding by humans: They have limited causal interpre-
tations. Causality as a means of explanation has deep roots
within the AI community [Pearl, 2009]. A causal explana-
tion of a DNN’s operation provides the end–consumer of the
DNN output (i.e., a human) with the understanding of how
and what can be changed about a DNN or its input that re-
sults in an impactful change in the output. In highly sensitive
domains like credit scoring or money laundering, a causal ex-
planation is critical as system implementers must justify the
operation of their ML models to government regulators. One
major challenge, however, is that any causal explanation must
be formulated in terms of concepts or variables that are under-
standable to a human; otherwise the explanation may end up
as obfuscated as the original model.
The hypothesis that we explore in this paper posits that
a human–understandable causal model of the operation of
a DNN that allows for arbitrary causal interventions and
queries is an effective, and often necessary, tool for explain-
ability and interpretability. Arbitrary interventions allows the
user to understand the chain of causal effects from DNN
input, to low–level features of the domain, to high–level
human–understandable concepts, to DNN outputs. Critically,
such a model, if constructed accurately, could support intro-
spective queries on a DNN not supported by other methods
such as counterfactual queries. For example, one might be
able to ask ”What is the probability the car would have turned
right had there not been a pedestrian present in the input im-
age?” Such a capability is a powerful tool for debugging, un-
derstanding bias, and ensuring safe operation of AI systems.
In this paper, we explore this hypothesis and demonstrate
that a causal approach to DNN explanation is possible and
yields valuable information about various classification sys-
tems. As part of this approach, we extract low–dimensional
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concepts from DNNs to generate a human–understandable
“vocabulary” of variables. We then perform interventional
experiments to learn a graphical causal model (i.e., Bayesian
network [Pearl, 2009]) that relates the DNN’s inputs to the
concepts, and the concepts to the DNN’s outputs. Finally,
we demonstrate the explanatory power of such a model by
identifying the concepts in several networks with the highest
expected causal effect on the outputs. Our contributions can
be summarized as follows:
• A causal model of a DNN’s operation formulated in
human–understandable concepts to aid explainability
• An unsupervised technique to extract concepts from
DNNs that have high likelihood of being human–
understandable
• A proposed way to measure the causal effects of inputs
and concepts on a DNN’s outputs
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we discuss related explainability work. In Section 3 we
formulate the notions of causality in DNNs. We discuss the
extraction of human–understandable concepts from DNNs in
Section 4. We run several experiments and present examples
of our results in Section 5, and finally conclude in Section 6
2 Related Work
Many recent works employ saliency for visual explanations.
Several previous works have visualized predictions by em-
phasizing pixels which have influential values (i.e., if the
pixel values change significantly, the output of the network
also changes significantly). In an early work in this domain
[Erhan et al., 2009], an input image which maximally acti-
vated a neuron of interest was found by gradient ascent in
the image domain; this work was extended in [Simonyan et
al., 2013] to obtain class-specific saliency maps. Beyond
manipulating the image space and monitoring the impact on
the output, other works have considered an analysis on the
learned features of the network in order to glean understand-
ing on how the network functions. In the seminal work by
[Zeiler and Fergus, 2014], a multi-layer deconvolutional net-
work was used to project features activations (the output from
convolution maps on images) back to input pixel space. Gra-
dient information flowing into the penultimate convolutional
layer was used in GradCAM [Selvaraju et al., 2016] to iden-
tify discriminating patterns in input images.
Rather than manipulating input images and their activa-
tions within a network, methods have been explored which
generate images which produce a desired response in the net-
work; the constructed result can help explain what input has
a maximal desired response in the network. Techniques have
been developed to invert the network by constructing images
that activate the network identically [Mahendran and Vedaldi,
2015], or maximally [Erhan et al., 2009]. Fascinating images
can be constructed which maximally activate deep convolu-
tional filters in a network [Mordvintsev et al., 2015], which
illustrate the ellaborate features generated by the larger deep
net architectures.
Methods which do not rely on gradients have also recently
gained traction for visual explanations. Layer-Wise Rele-
vance Propagation [Bach et al., 2015] relies on a conservation
principle to redistribute the prediction of the network back-
wards until a relevance score is computed for each element
in input space, and has been shown to produce interpretable
heatmaps to explain individual classifications [Binder et al.,
2016]. The method reported in [Xie et al., 2017], aims to re-
late human understandable concepts to network outputs, by
employing a deconvolution and masking- based technique to
find and score the strength of distributed representations of
input concepts across late stage feature maps. Other meth-
ods do not directly consider the network at all, but rather
locally approximate the ”blackbox” models for simpler, ex-
plainable ones have shown to generate results which inspire
trust in users [Ribeiro et al., 2016].
3 Causal Modeling
Causality has a long history in AI and numerous ML efforts
have focused on building realistic and accurate causal mod-
els of the world instead of statistical models [Pearl, 2018].
This has resulted in a plethora of causal formalisms and se-
mantics in various fields [Granger, 1980]. However, in this
work, we frame the semantics of causality in terms of the in-
terventional effects of Pearl’s do-calculus [Pearl, 2009]. For a
directed graphical modelG defining a causal diagram on a set
of variables X = x1, ..., xn, we define the joint probability
distribution over X as (from Pearl Eqn 3.5)
P (x1, ..., xn) =
∏
i
P (xi|pai) (1)
where pai are the parents of xi. An intervention on G by
setting xi = x′i, denoted as do(x
′
i), induces a modified graph
G′ where the edges from pai to xi are removed, resulting in
the postintervention distribution (from Pearl Eqn. 3.10):
P (x1, ..., xn|do(x′i)) =

∏
j 6=i
P (xj |paj) if xi = x′i
0 if xi 6= x′i
(2)
The semantics of the causality are important for explain-
ing DNNs because, in essence, explanations must be causal
models. That is, when one seeks an explanation of a net-
work’s decisions, one is equivalently asking ”What changes
can be made to the input for the output to change or stay the
same?”. This formulation of causation as explanation is well
supported in the literature [Woodward, 2005]. We consider
a causal model that defines the joint distribution P (O,P,X)
over a set of DNN outputsO, inputs P, and intermediate vari-
ables X.
More importantly, the notion of interventions provides a
clear and mathematically sound mechanism for the user to
understand why a DNN produces different output values. To
put it another way, the explanation of an observed DNN out-
put can be formulated as an intervention. For example, if we
say “the DNN recognized a pedestrian in the image because
it saw a head”, that implies that the DNN thinks there is both
a pedestrian and a head in the image. If the DNN had not
detected a head, or if we intervene on the input to remove
the head from the image, then the probability of detecting a
pedestrian would have changed.
Existing explanation methods for DNNs, in particular on
image classification tasks, lack the ability to provide this con-
crete causal interpretation to the user. For example, gradient–
based methods of explanation such as layerwise relevance
propagation (LRP) [Bach et al., 2015] and Grad–CAM [Sel-
varaju et al., 2016] attempt to explain the output activation
of a class C in terms of the input P activations, realized for
a specific input Pj . While these methods are certainly use-
ful, they don’t provide the causal intervention semantics that
are sufficient for robust explanation. Due to discontinuous
and saturated gradients, they only indicate causality over a
restricted domain where the function defined by the network
can be approximated with a linear function. Adversarial in-
stances generated using gradient descent [Goodfellow et al.,
2014] provide indication that the local behavior of functions
defined by trained DNNs does not have semantic relevance,
which suggests that in addition to the interventions defined
by gradient based methods being restricted to a small domain,
they are also uninterpretable in that they are considering a se-
mantically dubious aspect of DNNs. Methods like LRP avoid
some of the practical issues with the gradient based methods
by “redistributing” activation levels to the most relevant pix-
els, but again do not provide the explicit causal intervention
semantics desired for effective explanation.
3.1 Causal Representation in DNNs
Given that we want a causal model that reflects the interven-
tion semantics, the question arises as to what is represented
the joint distribution P (O,P,X). With full access to the in-
ternals a DNN, we already have a causal representation of the
DNN in terms of its structure and weights. That is, for a given
DNN, we can define X = R, where R is the set of all neu-
rons in the network, and learn this joint distribution by ex-
perimentally intervening on network representations [Pearl,
2009]. A user could then ask counterfactual questions about
the network, i.e. P (O,P,X|do(x′i)) for any input, output, or
internal neuron in the network.
While this method is, on a technical level, correct, it serves
poorly as a model for explanation. This is due to the lack of
human–level concepts that underlie any arbitrary neuron in
the network: saying neuron ri caused the network to detect a
pedestrian may be technically correct but does not satisfy the
needs of the eventual human that will ingest the explanations.
In addition, the language of interventions that a human would
use to understand the network are not represented as individ-
ual neurons. For example, the user cannot inquire about the
causal impact of a head towards the detection of a pedestrian
if the only method of intervention available is at neuron gran-
ularity. As a result, we posit that a DNN causal model must
be constructed at a conceptual granularity that is meaningful
to humans.
We propose that a causal model for DNNs should be rep-
resented by joint distribution over O, P, and a set of concepts
C. The process for deriving C is described by a function
fR : R → C over a specific DNN that transforms the repre-
sentation of neurons and their activations into a set of concept
variables. Ideally, fR would have the following properties:∫
R
P (O,P,R) =
∫
C
P (O,P,C) (3)
P (O,P|R, do(p′i)) = P (O,P|C, do(p′i)) (4)
That is, we want the joint distribution over the inputs and out-
puts to be the same for both the neuron–level and concept–
level causal models. Furthermore, we also want the same
causal dependencies to hold with respect to input interven-
tions. The semantics of C are open and can range from sim-
ple groups of neuron to high–level human concepts like arms,
legs, and heads. This subjectivity in the concepts is quite
powerful, as it presents a method to explain DNN operation
without compromising the true causal semantics of the net-
work, and provides the ability to allow users propose human–
understandable interventions and queries.
3.2 Computing Causal Effects
Given a causal model defined by P (O,P,C), there are a num-
ber of interesting queries one might ask to better understand
and explain the operation of a DNN. In this work, we propose
a measure we call the expected causal effect. First, we define
the causal effect of an intervention on x′i on Xj = xj given
any evidence Z as:
Effect(xi → xj , Z) = P (xj |do(x′i), ZXi)− P (xj |ZXi)
(5)
where ZXi is all evidence that is not a descendant of Xi.
This definition is similar to traditional measures of causal ef-
fect [Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983] except the key difference
here is that we are comparing the effect of intervention on Xi
to no intervention at all. Given the effect, we then define the
expected causal effect as:
EXi [Effect(xi → xj , Z)] =∑
xi∈Xi
P (Xi = xi|Z) Effect(xi → xj , Z) (6)
Note that to compute the expectation, we use all of the ev-
idence Z, as we only want to consider effects on outcomes
that are possible given the evidence. For example, if we ob-
serve the output of a DNN is true, then the causal effect of any
variable on a false output is always zero (for a binary DNN
output). Using this formulation, we have a simple yet effec-
tive measure to quantify the impact of various DNN inputs
and concepts on outputs.
4 Concept Extraction
In order to constuct our causal model we would first like to
create a set of interpretable concepts C that satisfy the above
causal semantics. One way to construct concepts that sat-
isfy these semantics would be to consider network activa-
tions. The goal would then be to learn a causal model relating
these activations. The concepts that one chooses, however,
do not need to be restricted to those represented explicitly
by the network activations to properly satisfy the semantics.
As a simple example, one could consider inserting two linear
dense layers in a deep neural network such that their weight
matrices W1 and W2 were inverses of each other. The ac-
tivations after multiplication by W1 could take the form of
any linear combination of the prior activations, yet the final
network output would be unaffected. So the specific repre-
sentation of instance features given by activation values does
not necessarily have any special relevance. We instead choose
to find a concept representation, that is, a transformation on
the activations, that’s maximally interpretable. In addition to
satisfying the causal intervention criteria described in section
3, these interpretable concepts should satisfy a few additional
criteria:
1. Concepts should be low-dimensional to minimize the
amount of investigation a human would need to employ.
2. Concepts should be interpretable - in the case of images,
we would like activations to be restricted to contiguous
areas containing consistent, interpretable visual features.
3. Concepts should contain all of the relevent information
needed for achieving the target network’s task (image
classification in the cases we consider).
We create an auxilliary neural network model that con-
structs concept representations satisfying these properties
through training with a specially designed loss function.
Specifically, the form of this model would be that of an au-
toencoder, whereby specific compression and interpretability
losses could be applied, and retention of information required
for classification can be ensured by the application of recon-
struction losses. This approach has been recently employed
to construct interpretable representations of learned features
used in classification [Qi and Li, 2017]. Our approach differs
in two main ways. First, rather than training the autoencoder
to match output classification based on a linear function of
our coded features, we employ two different reconstruction
losses in our autoencoder. Second, we train multiple autoen-
coders throughout the deep neural network to construct in-
terpretable representations of the activations throughout the
network.
To elaborate on the loss function we employ, a ”shallow”
reconstruction loss is applied that is simply theL1 norm of the
difference between the input and the output activations of our
autoencoder. We also employ a ”deep” reconstruction loss
that ensures that reconstructed activations result in the same
classification output after being passed through the rest of the
network. This loss takes the form of the KL-divergence be-
tween the output probability distributions for the original net-
work and copy of the network with an autoencoder inserted at
a given activation. That is, for the target activations ai, coding
function cθ, decoding function dθ, and function r describing
the application of the rest of the network layers following the
autoencoded activation layer:
Lshallow(θ; ai) = |dθ(cθ(ai))− ai|1 (7)
Ldeep(θ; ai) = KL(r(ai)||r(dθ(cθ(ai)))) (8)
The deep reconstruction loss is enforced much more
strongly with a large loss weighting hyperparameter
λdeep >> λshallow. This allows our decoder to reconstruct
slightly altered network activations while ensuring that im-
portant downstream network activations are unaffected. The
added flexibility of fitting the deep loss instead of the shallow
loss enables our autoencoder to learn more interpretable rep-
resentations by relaxing the requirement that activations are
decoded precisely. We additionally apply an ”interpretabil-
ity” loss which serves to mathematically quantify properties
that one would associate with interpretable concept images,
much like prior work [Qi and Li, 2017] - in particular we em-
ploy a sparsity loss, a cross-entropy loss and a total-varation
loss to encourage spatially smooth, independent coded con-
cept features. Our total autoencoder loss is then:
L(θ;xi) =λshallowLshallow(θ;xi)+
λdeepLdeep(θ;xi)+
λinterpretabilityLinterpretability(θ;xi)
(9)
The weighting hyperparameters were chosen by inspect-
ing results and tuning by factors of 10 until output seemed
reasonable - this only took 1 or 2 iterations of manual refine-
ment per dataset. We trained autoencoders in this manner on
activations at multiple layers throughout the network. The
deep reconstruction loss is of particular benefit at the shal-
lower layers, where one might not expect to be able to fit a
linear classifier based on simple edge detectors. The training
process proceeds by first training an autoencoder for the shal-
lowest desired layer, then inserting the trained autoencoder
into the network and training the next deepest autoencoder,
iterating until all autoencoders have been trained. For our ex-
periments we train 3-4 autoencoders spaced evenly through-
out the convolutional layers of the target network. Each au-
toencoder consists of 3 convolutional layers in the coding and
decoding networks. See Figure 1 for a depiction of the archi-
tecture used for this training. See Figures 2 and 3 for de-
pictions of the resulting coded activations for sample input
image instances.
Figure 1: A schematic depiction of training autoencoders for activa-
tion compression. This depicts the architecture used for training an
autoencoder for a single layer.
Having trained these autoencoders, we now have a plau-
sible approach for intervening on our network. If one were
to intervene directly on network activations to probe its func-
tion it would be difficult to maintain the complex correlational
statistics between the various components layer activations.
Violating these statistics could result in activation values that
would be impossible to recreate with any input sample, re-
sulting in misleading output. In the autoencoder, on the other
hand, we expect that correlations between features in the net-
work activations would be captured by the encoding network.
Figure 2: Sample display of coded features for an instance from
VGG16 trained on the Inria pedestrian dataset. In the top left corner
is the original input image. Each row corresponds to the extracted
coded feature images from a different autoencoder, while each col-
umn corresponds to a different extracted feature image from that
autoencoder.
Figure 3: Sample display of coded features for an instance from
VGG19 trained on birds200.
Intervening on the resulting code should ensure that decoded
activations retain their statistics, as well as greatly reduce the
size of possible interventions that one might consider. For our
experiments, since we only autoencode with a few convolu-
tional layers and do not fully encode all the way to a vector
valued distribution, we restrict interventions to zeroing out
individual concept feature images of the coded activations.
5 Experiments
Having trained autoencoders throughout the network, we now
have a set of concepts we can intervene on (by changing the
autoencoders code) and a known causal structure represent-
ing the relationship of these concepts. Given this, we con-
struct a causal model describing the relationships between
our concepts and the output prediction via known methods
[Pearl, 2009]. In order to fit our causal model, we construct
a large synthetic dataset containing some training set of in-
put images and the values of their concept variables. We also
randomly intervene on coded images in the autoencoders by
zeroing out the entire feature image. This has a causal ef-
fect on all downstream layers that is captured in the pooled
coded values of downstream variables. We intervene in this
way on each coded feature image independently randomly
with probability 0.1 and record the resulting values. We iden-
tify active coded feature images through a simple variance
threshold, as many of them are always zero as a result of
the sparsifying loss terms. These coded feature images are
finally mean-pooled and binned into k finite bins. We mean-
pool concept images to make the construction of our bayes
nets tractable - in future work we intend to improve on this
approach. We found 2 bins were sufficient to maximize the
probability of the data under our model according to these
techniques. The feature values are then treated as variables in
Figure 4: A graphical depiction of our learned causal Bayes net for
JN6 applied to the Inria pedestrian dataset. The crossed boxes serve
to indicate that all nodes of a given level have edges incident on each
of the nodes of the subsequent level.
Figure 5: A resulting sample feature image displaying head identi-
fication on birds200 for the shallowest autoencoder (level0 feat11)
displayed alongside the nearest neighbors for that feature in a subset
of an augmented dataset. The query image is the leftmost, as with
the rest of these figures.
a causal Bayes net where each layer of autoencoded variables
is dependent only on the variables of the previous layer. The
shallowest autoencoded layer is treated as causally dependent
on the class label as well as any other labels associated with
the data instance.
Then, having built a large synthetic dataset capturing which
interventions were made and the causal effect of those inter-
ventions, we construct a bayes net as described above and
fit the CPDs of each node to this dataset. See Figure 4
for a graphical depiction of a sample learned causal model.
With the resulting model we perform a query for individual
input instances that ranks variables in the network accord-
ing to their maximum causal effect on the output classifica-
tion (see Eqn. 6). This is a single example of the types of
causal queries that we can perform on this constructed model.
These experiments were performed on 3 network architec-
tures / datasets: (1) VGG 19 applied to Birds200 [Welinder et
al., 2010], (2) VGG 16 applied to the Inria pedestrian dataset
[Dalal, 2005], and (3) A small 6 layer conv net we refer to as
JN6 also applied to the Inria dataset.
We then visualize the top k variables according to their ex-
Figure 6: A resulting feature image displaying body color identifi-
cation on birds200 for the 2nd autoencoder (level1 feat2).
Figure 7: A feature image from the 4th autoencoder trained on
vgg16 (level3 feat28) applied to the Inria dataset depicting the iden-
tification of feet. This concept image has a very low average causal
impact on the final classification (see Figure 9), indicating that visi-
bility of feet may not have a major impact on classification.
Figure 8: A feature image from the 4th autoencoder trained on
vgg16 (level3 feat3) applied to the Inria dataset depicting the iden-
tification of a person’s outline. This feature has a large expected
causal effect on the output of 0.097. On this input instance, this con-
cept image (level3 feat3) has an individual causal effect of 0.13, the
largest causal effect of any concept images on this instance.
pected causal effect by displaying images along with the cor-
responding coded feature image. We additionally visualize
the nearest neighbors in the dataset according to l1 distance
between these concept feature images, i.e. |Cji −Cki |1 for the
specified concept feature image Ci and input instances j and
k. This helps the user to better interpret the feature image.
See Figures 5,6,7 and 8 for instances of this nearest neighbor
visualization. The final goal should enable a user to inter-
rogate an input image instance of interest by automatically
identifying concepts in the network that are highly relevant
to classification (as measured by causal effect) and then visu-
alize them in the context of other instances that contain that
concept in a similar manner.
In Figure 9 we list the expected causal effect over a dataset
for VGG16 trained on the Inria pedestrian dataset. In addition
to the depicted average causal effect table, we can query the
causal model for individual classification instances. In this
way we can identify the feature images with the maximum
causal effect for the instance in question and analyze what
they represent through nearest neighbor queries. This could
be a highly useful tool for, for instance, debugging misclas-
sifications in a DNN. As an example, in Figure 8 we depict
the concept feature image with the largest causal effect on
that instance, which is level3 feat3 with an individual causal
effect of 0.13. We intend to develop an interactive tool to en-
able queries of this type and enable explanation of instances
of interest. We omit additional specific results due to lack of
space, though we intend to include more in a future release of
this work.
Variable Expected Causal Effect
level4 feat6 0.174704302
level3 feat3 0.09731648
level2 feat10 0.056770524
level1 feat3 0.028265387
level1 feat17 0.023817493
level0 feat27 0.016577831
level2 feat27 0.01370528
level0 feat1 0.0123624
level4 feat3 0.007728
level4 feat22 0.007587164
level0 feat14 0.006091733
level4 feat21 0.002876711
level1 feat28 0.001066667
level3 feat28 7.24E-04
Figure 9: The resulting expected causal effect query across the entire
dataset applied to VGG16 on Inria . ’Level’ denotes which autoen-
coder (the shallowest being level0) and ’feat’ indicates which coded
feature image channel it refers to (of those that are active after prun-
ing).
6 Conclusion
To summarize, we describe an approach to explaining the
predictions of deep neural networks using causal semantics
to relate the output prediction of a network to concepts rep-
resented within. We use a series of autoencoders with loss
functions encouraging interpretable properties to construct
concepts representing the information content in activations
throughout a target network. These autoencoders are trained
with a novel ”deep” loss that allows increased flexibility in
representation. We pool these features and intervene on our
autoencoded network to construct variables that we use to
build a causal bayesian network which fits the causal rela-
tionship defined by the network structure. We finally use this
network to identify features of significant causal relevance to
individual classifications which are then visualized via our
described approach.
This an early investigation of ideas in this domain. There
are a number of interesting possible directions for future
work. One clear area of potential improvement is the use
of more sophisticated methods to construct variable obser-
vations for our bayes net. In the future we intend to explore
the construction of variational autoencoders where all image
structure is encoded away to allow for the compression of ir-
relevant image structure. This would greatly increase the size
of bayes nets (in terms of incident edges on nodes), which
suggests that it may be prudent to consider structure learning
for reducing the size of the bayes net skeleton. Additionally,
we’d like to consider the causal relationship between rich in-
put labels, network concept features and ultimate classifica-
tion. This could enable direct identification of the parts of the
network that identify relevant input concepts (eg. what part
of the network detects heads?) and how those components
contribute to ultimate classification, as well as direct identifi-
cation of confounding concepts that could result in incorrect
classification (eg. classifications are often incorrect when it
is dark out). Finally, we are interested in extending these ap-
proaches to non-image domains.
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